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NMR propagator measurements on flow through a random pack of porous glass beads
and how they are affected by dispersion, relaxation, and internal field inhomogeneities
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~Received 2 September 2003; revised manuscript received 27 October 2003; published 20 February 2004!

We flow water through a pack of porous glass beads and employ NMR to measure molecular displacement
distributions—the propagators—in the Stokes flow regime. Fluid is flowed over several evolution times to
attain fixed mean displacements, and the time dependence of the resulting propagators is analyzed for the
effects of diffusion, NMR relaxation, and signal loss due to internal fields. We delineate and illustrate the
experimental regimes in which these different effects make their presence felt. Simulations on a simple model
system reproduce the essential features of our experimental results and provide insight into the mechanisms
shaping the propagators.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tracer dispersion and fluid flow in porous media are
great practical importance in biological perfusion, t
cleanup of contaminated soils, the design of chemical re
tors and catalytic particles, and in oil recovery. It is also
significant theoretical interest, due to the complicated in
play of mechanical and diffusive mixing processes@1–5#.
Experimentally, molecular motions and dispersion in poro
media have been investigated for some time with vari
nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! techniques, for example
measurements of free molecular diffusion@6#, restricted dif-
fusion @7#, or measurements of propagators@8#, the probabil-
ity distribution of diffusive and advective molecular di
placements. These have been studied intensively for diffe
types of porous media@9–17#, for example, in random pack
of monodisperse spheres, artificial porous media, and ro
NMR experiments on fluid in rocks present particular ch
lenges. Carbonate rocks, which contain much of the wor
oil reserves, are characterized by complex pore spaces
ing from varied growth or depositional environments, f
example in coral reefs or in deposits of dead marine org
isms, and shaped by subsequent morphology changing
cesses, for example erosion, dissolution, and reprecipita
The length scales of the pore space in a carbonate rock
range from submicrometers to centimeters in the sa
sample. Sandstones, on the other hand, tend to have
complex pore spaces, but macroscopic layering and magn
impurities and clays are often present, all of which can h
profound effects on NMR measurements of dispersion.
this paper we report on propagator measurements of w
flowing through a pack of microporous, near monodispe
glass beads. Our experiments approximate the dispersion
NMR phenomena occurring in natural porous media, in s
eral important ways. First, the presence of two len
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scales—the bead diameterd and the length scalel of the
pores inside the beads (l !d)—gives rise to a heterogeneou
flow field with significant stagnant zones known to be qu
important in dispersion phenomena@5,18#. Second, enhance
surface relaxation of the NMR signal from fluid near po
walls skews propagator measurements or measuremen
dispersion coefficients. This effect is present in the meas
ment whenever the relaxation rates for fluid contained in
porous medium are faster the bulk relaxation rates. Fina
inhomogeneous internal magnetic fields in the sample dis
the propagators measured with pulsed field gradient~PFG!
NMR @19#. This effect is present in the measurement whe
ever there is a susceptibility difference between the fluid a
the matrix. Here we keep track of all these effects, and in
process describe the experimental parameters and a ge
conceptual framework suitable for the study of preasym
totic flow and NMR effects in naturally occurring porou
media. Our quantitative results are sufficiently accurate
permit self-consistency checks and a quantitative analysis
well as a comparison with an instructive and reductive mo
of flow in the presence of hold-up and surface relaxation

Section II gives some elementary background ab
asymptotic and preasymptotic dispersion, and how that
fects the design of our experiment. Section III describes p
ticulars of sample preparation and NMR measurements
lowed by Sec. IV with a discussion of results. Th
simulations are described in Sec. V, followed by conclusio
in Sec. VI.

II. MOTIVATION

Mixing in flow through porous media occurs through th
interplay of two processes, diffusion and mechanical mixi
The asymptotic behavior of either process can be unders
in terms of Einstein’s argument. A diffusive random wa
with step lengthl and characteristic frequencyt21 gives rise
to an asymptotic (t@t) Gaussian displacement distributio
with s5A2Dmt. The molecular diffusion coefficient isDm
5 l 2/t. For mechanical mixing, members of an ensemble
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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fluid elements are advected by a mean displacement^z& in a
porous medium of characteristic pore sized, executing a ran-
dom walk with spatial frequencyd21. Upon collision with
an obstacle the fluid elements are scattered with step le
l m5bd, b,1, giving rise to an asymptotic (^z&@d) Gauss-
ian distribution of displacements about the mean withs
5A2D8^z&. The dispersivity isD85b2d, andb is a scat-
tering parameter characteristic of the sample. Asympt
dispersion for the case where diffusion and mechanical m
ing are not separable was first studied by Taylor@1,2# and
Saffman@3,4#. Generally, the asymptotic behavior will de
pend on the Pe´clet number Pe5vd/Dm5tD /tv , which com-
bines the space and time dependence of the mixing pro
in the ratio of the times required to diffuse or advect a ch
acteristic lengthd, wherev is the fluid velocity. For there to
be asymptotic dispersion in a flow experiment, each fl
element or tracer has to have sampled a flow environm
representative of the entire pore space, and it must have
so often enough to be in the large-N limit of the random
walk executed in the pore space. In contrast to
asymptotic case outlined thus far, preasymptotic dispers
will not depend on timet or distancê z& or Péclet number
Pe alone, but on some or all of them.

In this paper we focus on the preasymptotic regim
where experimental evolution timesD were short compared
to the time required to diffuse one bead diameter, and m
fluid displacements ranged up to no more than a few b
diameters. We therefore study preasymptotic dispersion@17#
with NMR measurements of propagators as a function
displacement and time independently, rather than as a f
tion of Pe . This approach not only is appropriate to the ea
mixing processes, but also yields quantitative measurem
of the NMR effects of surface relaxation and internal fie
inhomogeneities which might otherwise be attributed to
mixing process. One may think, for example, of stagnat
peaks in propagators, which can vanish by some combina
of dispersion and diffusion or by NMR relaxation alone,
experimental evolution times get longer. Measurement of
NMR effects described in this work thus serves as a check
the simultaneous quantitative PFG NMR measurement
dispersion, and is applicable to any quantitative meas
ment of stagnant zones, or of permeability heterogeneitie
the flow field of nonideal samples, such as carbonate or s
stone rocks. Our measurements also permit quantitative c
parisons of propagator data with simulations incorporat
surface relaxation, as surface relaxation produces measu
displacement-relaxation correlations in the preasymptotic
gime.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A random pack of water-wet microporous glass bea
@20# with a bead diameter of 150625 mm and submicromete
~3000 Å! pore scale of the beads’ porosity was placed in
glass NMR tube with an inner diameter of 8 mm. The to
porosity of the sample wasf50.6660.03, roughly half of
which is attributable to micropores. Water was flow
through the pack for fixed mean displacements denoted

^z&05DV̇/Af, whereD is the evolution time,V̇ is the volu-
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metric flow,A is the cross section of the sample, andf is its
porosity. Constant flow was established with an ISCO-100
piston pump, and all flow reported here was in the Sto
flow regime with Reynolds number~Re,1!. Several fixed
^z&0 between 125 and 600mm were attained over seve
suitably chosen evolution timesD between 30 and 600 ms
with mean drift velocities adjusted tôv&5^z&0 /D. The idea
behind the experimental procedure is straightforward. In
absence of diffusion, relaxation, or experimental artifacts,
measured propagators for a given^z&0 should be indepen-
dent of the timeD taken to produce it, because the Stok
flow field and the geometry imposing it are time indepe
dent. The actually measured shape and time dependen
these propagators can therefore be used in a quantita
analysis of the pore space in terms of diffusive coupli
between stagnant and moving fluid, and in terms of NM
relaxation, signal suppression by flow through inhomog
neous background fields, or nonlinear flow phenomena
they were present.

The propagators for each choice of (^z&0 ,D) were pro-
duced from PFG NMR measurements made in the 3 T fi
of a horizontal bore superconducting magnet, using a Bru
AMX NMR console. We employed the standard 13-interv
alternating pulsed gradient stimulated echo@21# ~APGSTE!
sequence commonly employed for such experiments, sh
in Fig. 1. Separated by a storage intervalDs , there are spatia
coding intervals of duration 2t during which the magnetiza
tion is sensitive to applied field gradients, shown in gray
Fig. 1, which encode or decode the position of proton sp
in the phase of their magnetization. During the coding int
vals the magnetization is also sensitive to background fie
produced by susceptibility differences between the fluid a
the matrix. We note for future reference that the refocusingp
pulses at the center of the spatial coding intervals serv
eliminate unwanted precession produced by susceptibility
duced internal field offsets, for spins experiencing the sa
time averaged internal offset fields during the intervalst
before and after the pulse.

The NMR signal att54t1Ds is proportional to the en-
semble average of phase factors^eiu& over all polarized
spins, wherê eiu&5*P8(u8,D)eiu8du8 defines the normal-
ized probability distributionP8(u,D) of phase factorseiu

after an evolution timeD. Neglecting NMR relaxation and
dephasing effects, which are the subject of this paper
will be discussed at length further on, the APGSTE pu

FIG. 1. APGSTE pulse sequence, with gradient pulses show
gray and rf pulses as solid lines. The stimulated echo amplitud
t54t1D is proportional to the ensemble average^eiqz& of the
phase factors associated with the displacements of protons du
the experimental evolution timeD5Ds13t/22d/6.
1-2
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sequence produces a phase shiftu5zq in the magnetization
of each spin displaced by a distancez during the evolution
time D5Ds1

3
2 t2 1

6 d, whereq5g(2d)gz is the wave vec-
tor set up by the pulsed field gradients.Ds , t, andd are the
storage time, the echo time, and the duration of a sin
gradient pulse, respectively,g52p34257 Hz/G is the gyro-
magnetic ratio of protons, andgz is the amplitude of the
pulsed field gradient. With a linear relationship betwe
phase and displacement, the NMR signal can be rewritte

^eiqz&5*P(z8,D)eiqz8dz8, where the earlier probability dis
tribution of phasesP8(u,D) has now been replaced by
probability distribution of displacements, the propaga
P(z,D). The NMR signal is theqth Fourier component o
this propagator, which we measure for suitably chosen va
of q for all flow speeds and times. From these measurem
we obtain the probability distributionsP(z,D) by Fourier
transform, which we shall refer to as propagators even w
the linear relationship between phase and displacemen
distorted by relaxation and dephasing effects. We emplo
gradients of duration 4 ms and maximal gradient strength
25 G/cm, and echo timest55 ms. The active lengthL of the
NMR coil wasL'19 mm.

IV. RESULTS

A. Optimized acquisition

We first consider in detail the PFG NMR data setS(q)
and the propagator derived from it shown in Fig. 2, in ord
to illustrate the nature of the flow field and our experimen
procedure. The NMR signal is measured up touqu
.0.35mm21, in an experiment witĥz&05132 mm and an
experimental timeD530 ms much shorter than the timetD
5r 2/Dm.2.7 s needed by a molecule to diffuse one sph
radius r 575 mm. Hence the NMR signal arises from th
sum of two nearly unmixed components of the fluidS(q)
5 f ^eiqz&a1(12 f )^eiqz&D , where the predominantly advec
tive first term is associated with the fractionf of the fluid
carried along by the Poiseuille flow field between spher
while the diffusive second term is associated with the st

FIG. 2. ~a! Real and imaginary PFG NMR signalS(q)/uS(0)u as
a function ofq5g(2d)gz for flow through a porous bead pack wit
D530 ms and̂ z&05132 mm. ~b! Propagator derived by Fourie
transforming the data shown in~a!.
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nant fraction of the fluid located within the microporou
spheres. The advective and diffusive terms are identi
readily in the data shown in Fig. 2~a!, because of their very
different dependence onq. Advection shifts and then
scrambles the phases of molecules carried along by the
seuille flow field, over a small range ofuqu, f 2p^z&21

.p^z&21, indicated in Fig. 2~a!. The real part of the signa
drops by about 55% with considerable signal appearing
the imaginary part. Asuqu gets larger the advective term
f ^eiqz&a goes to zero, and only the diffusive term (12 f )
3^eiqz&D remains. This term tends to zero asuqu becomes
much larger than the inverse diffusion length 1/ADD, also
indicated in Fig. 2~a!. These observations illustrate how th
inverse mean displacement and the inverse diffusion len
of an experiment set the scales for an efficient sampling
S(q), which we perform with 128 equally spaced measu
ments covering a small range ofq aroundq50 up to uqu
. f 2p/^z&, and with a second set of 128q values coveringq
space more coarsely up touqu@1/ADD. The two data sets
are combined, regridded by linear interpolation, and z
filled for improved signal to noise ratio and resolution. Up
fast Fourier transform one obtains the real propagatorP(z)
shown in Fig. 2~b!. The data shown in Fig. 2~a! already
exhibit, to the eye, the symmetryS(2q)5S* (q) required
for an underlying real probability distribution. The symmet
is confirmed by the fact that the imaginary part of the prop
gator, shown in Fig. 2~b!, is essentially zero except for som
small residual signal nearz50 arising from experimental ar
tifacts. All our propagators cover displacements up to sev
millimeters, with a resolution of a few micrometers. It
worth pointing out that the quality of our NMR derive
propagators is made possible by oura priori knowledge of
mean displacement, experimental time scale, and diffus
coefficient, permitting a more efficient sampling ofq space,
compared to the sampling with equalq spacings commonly
employed in NMR propagator experiments.

B. Surface relaxation and susceptibility

We now illustrate the presence and relevance of th
mechanisms which can shift the spectral weight of propa
tors, such as the one shown in Fig. 2~b!, depending on the
length of timeD taken to attain a given mean displaceme
^z&0. First, diffusion of molecules across streamlines a
between stagnant and flowing parts of the flow field w
couple slow and fast parts of the flow field, shifting spect
weight from the undisplaced and the most displaced part
the spectrum toward its mean. Evidence for both will
given further below. Second, spectral weight is shifted
cause enhanced surface relaxation preferentially remove
signal of spins in small pores, where molecules collide w
relaxing pore walls at a higher frequency than in large por
The inhomogeneous surface relaxation produces an un
count of stagnant spins in the small pores, and a corresp
ing overcount of the flowing spins in large pores. Surfa
relaxation is evident in the inversion recovery measureme
shown in Fig. 3~a!, where the mean measured relaxation tim
of ^T1&5790 ms is reduced from the bulk value of the flu
T1b.3 s. For consistency the velocity independence of s
1-3
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face relaxation was verified with measurements in the p
ence and absence of flow. Third, spectral weight is shif
because the flow displaces spins through the spatially v
ing internal fields of the pore space during spatial cod
intervals. This displacement may suppress the signal f
spins residing on the fastest streamlines, because these
spins may not experience the same time averaged inte
offset fields before and after the refocusingp pulse at the
center of the spatial coding intervals. In the presence of
nificant background fields (dBgt*1), this suppression is
expected to arise, at least, for spins advected by the
lengthd during spatial coding, due to the randomness of
pore space. Internal field inhomogeneities and the signa
tenuation they produce are confirmed with CPMGT2 relax-
ation measurements shown in Fig. 3~b!. These were con-
ducted with and without flow, withte50.8 ms. In the
absence of flow the measuredT2!T1 because the signal o
spins diffusing about in the inhomogeneous internal fields
the rock is refocused poorly. The offset fields are theref
non-negligible, and they do produce signal suppress
When flow is present, refocusing of the magnetization
worse still, and the signal is suppressed further, as spins
advected through the internal offset fields, which vary at
pore scale@22#. We shall see below that in our propagat
measurements the combined effects of flow induced
placement and internal fields also become apparent, for
periments where spins are displaced by more than a
length during our spatial coding intervals of duration 2t.

C. Quantitative propagators

Three sets of propagators obtained for mean displa
mentŝ z&0 of 132, 265, and 529mm are shown in Fig. 4. The
flow timesD were the same for all three sets of experime
and ranged from 30 to 600 ms, corresponding to free di
sion lengthsl D5ADD from 8 to 35mm. Experimental dif-

FIG. 3. ~a! Inversion recovery measurement ofT1 relaxation.
Surface relaxation depresses^T1&.790 ms below the bulk value
for water (T1b.3 s). ~b! The CPMG measurement ofT2 relaxation
with echo spacing 2te51.6 ms. The measurement is sensitive
surface relaxationand to molecular displacements. Displacemen
by Brownian motion through spatially varying internal fields atten
ate the signal (T25100 ms!T1). Superimposed flow produce
larger displacements and attenuates the signal further.
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fusion lengths thus range from a small to an apprecia
fraction of a bead radius, determining the degree of diffus
coupling between the fluid contained within the porous be
and in between them. For all three mean displacements^z&0
propagators obtained with the shortest evolution time~D530
ms! show a large peak centered around zero displaceme
signature of the stagnant fluid contained within the poro
beads. The width and also height of the stagnation pe
when measured with respect to the background signal
vided by the long time~D5600 ms! propagator, are compa
rable for the three mean displacements. The remainder o
propagators’ spectral weight is found in a broad, asymme
and rounded ‘‘bump’’ at larger displacements, a signature
the flowing fluid between the spheres. Unsurprisingly, it
more stretched out for propagators with larger mean d
placements. With longerD the area under the stagnatio
peaks decreases and spectral weight shifts toward larger
placements. Additionally, some spectral weight, which
short times appeared at the largest displacements, ha
later times, shifted toward the mean displacements.

We analyze the propagators for the effects of the th
mechanisms affecting their shapes, namely, diffusion, re
ation, and velocity attenuation of the signal. These are
tinguished by their effects on the measured mean displa
ment ^z&m , which is to be compared with the actual me
displacement̂z&0 set by sample size, porosity, flow rate, an
flow time D. Diffusive exchange preserves^z&m5^z&0, un-
equal surface relaxation can produce an undercount of s
nant fluid in micropores, witĥz&m.^z&0, and flow displace-
ment in inhomogeneous internal fields can produce
undercount of spins in the streamlines with fastest flo
with ^z&m,^z&0. The mean measured displacement^z&m is
determined in two ways, shown in Fig. 5 for the data
with D530 ms and̂ z&05265 mm. First, the phase of the
NMR signal for smalluqu is fitted to a linear plus a cubic
term, corresponding to the first and third terms of the cum
lant @23# expansion of the NMR signal ln10̂ eiqz&

-

FIG. 4. Propagators obtained for mean displacements^z& be-
tween 132 and 529mm, with the same flow timesD between 30 and
600 ms for all three mean displacements. The inset shows evid
for diffusion across streamlines, whereby the large displacemen
at D530 ms has disappeared by the timeD5600 ms.
1-4
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5( j 51
` @( iq) j / j ! #Xj , with X15^z&m . Second, the mean dis

placement is measured by integration of^z&m5*P(z)zdz.
Both methods of measurinĝz&m were applied to all propa
gators, and the data are compiled in Fig. 6. The results
tained by fitting the phase and by integration agree very w
for the experiments with nominal mean displacements^z&0
of 132 and 265mm, and to within'12% for those with a
^z&0 of 529 mm. The curves for âz&0 of 132 and 265mm
are similar. For the shortest timeD530 ms the measure
mean displacements coincide with their respective^z&0. As
D grows, surface relaxation increasingly removes slow
stagnant spins from the measurement, raising^z&m by 50%
abovê z&0 asD grows to 600 ms. The results for propagato
with a ^z&0 of 529 mm are somewhat different. While relax
ation also enhances measured mean displacements fo

FIG. 5. Two ways of measuring the mean displacement^z&m for
D530 ms and̂ z&05265 mm. ~a! The phase of the NMR signal v
q. The slope of the linear term, shown as a solid line, measur
mean displacement of̂z&m5265 mm. ~b! The numerical integra-
tion of *P(z)zdz measures the mean displacement of^z&m

5268 mm.

FIG. 6. The measured mean displacement of all propaga
determined by fitting the NMR phase to obtain the first cumula
and by integrating over the propagator, is plotted against the ev
tion time D taken to attain it. The solid horizontal lines correspo
to the experimentally set choices of^z&0. Above the dotted line
mean flow velocities are larger than^v&5 f d/2t.
02120
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longer D, additional signal is lost from fast streamlines b
displacements through nonuniform internal fields. For
largest velocities, i.e., the smallestD, the measured mea
displacement̂ z&m is now less than̂z&0. This effect is im-
portant at least for spins advected by a pore length during
spatial coding interval. We plot a dotted line in Fig. 6 corr
sponding to a velocitŷv&5 f d/2t5^z&/D given by the frac-
tion f '0.5 of the pore space where there is flow, the be
diameterd, and the duration of the spatial coding interva
Experiments with flow velocities above this line will dis
place spins out of a pore during the coding interval, and i
indeed where we observe such velocity induced suppress
We note that in our experiment some spins, preferentia
those with large displacements, drift out of the active reg
of the NMR rf coil during the evolution timeD. This also
suppresses the measured mean displacement. We mo
the drift losses using the measured propagators and
known coil length and found that the suppression of^z&m
induced by drift beyond the rf coil is at most 3.5% and the
fore negligible.

We now focus our attention on the ‘‘slower’’ propagato
with ^z&05132 mm and^z&05265 mm, where the shapes o
the propagators evolve withD by relaxation and diffusion
alone. One may ask whether or not the stagnant peaks of
4 vanish because of relaxation alone, or if diffusion play
part in their disappearance. In order to answer this ques
we shall assume for the moment that there is negligible
fusive coupling between flow and stagnation zones, as m
actually be the case in a more heterogeneous porous
dium. Surface relaxation, which predominantly occurs in
micropores where the surface area is large, would there
remove a fractionh~D! of the overall signal from the signa
of the stagnant fluid in the micropores, giving rise to a me
sured mean displacement of^z&m5^z&0 /@12h(D)#. Thus
h(D)512^z&0 /^z&m measures the presumably relax
spins, which can then be compared with the measured t
dependent area of the stagnation peak. This is shown in
7 for the propagators with âz&0 of 132 mm. The open

a

s,
t,
u-

FIG. 7. ~d! h(D)512^z&0 /^z&m , calculated signal loss by
surface relaxation in the stagnation peak, assuming no surfac
laxation of advected spins.~s! Measured signal under the stagn
tion peak, integrated over660 mm about the origin. The dotted
lines are fits described in the text; the inset shows the stagna
peak over the range of integration.
1-5
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SCHEVEN, SELAND, AND CORY PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021201 ~2004!
circles denote the areaA(D) of the stagnation peak, inte
grated over the width of the peak fromz5260 mm to z560
mm. The inset shows the integrated curves. In order to
proximately quantify the magnitude and time dependence
A(D), we have fitted an exponential time dependence plu
constant offset, shown as a dotted line. The fit shows the t
dependent spectral weight under the stagnant peak to
A(D)50.131A03e2D/tA, with tA5191 ms andA050.46.
This is to be compared with the relaxation lossh(D)5(1
2^z&0 /^z&m), shown with filled circles. An exponential fit
again shown as a dotted line through the data, givesh(D)
50.43(12eD/ts), with ts5257 ms. The signal loss from
the stagnation zone, as determined by integration, is th
fore too large and occurs too rapidly to be attributable
relaxation alone, ruling out our earlier assumption of th
being no diffusive coupling between stagnation zones
flowing zones of the flow field at all. Diffusive couplin
contributes significantly to the vanishing of the stagnat
peaks, with d(D)[A(0)2A(D).h(D). The difference
d~D!2h~D!.0.08 for D5600 ms represents a lower boun
on the fraction of spins which originally resided in stagna
zones, and which have diffused into the flow for the long
time and have been advected beyond our 60mm limits of
integration. Further evidence for the importance of diffusi
is provided by an analysis of theT1 relaxation data shown in
Fig. 3~a! in terms of a sum of exponentially decaying com
ponents. The analysis shows no significant contribution
the relaxation process at time scales aroundts or tA , which
also rules out relaxation as the sole cause for the diminish
stagnation peak.

D. Porous vs nonporous beads

As an experimental consistency check on the picture
veloped thus far we compare propagators obtained w
flow through our pack of porous beads, shown in Fig. 8~a!,
with those obtained in a separate experiment@17# on water
flow through a pack of solid glass beads, shown in Fig. 8~b!.
The nominal bead sizes for both sets of experimentsd

FIG. 8. ~a! Propagators of flow through a random pack of p
rous beads with d5150 mm and mean displacement̂z&0

5132 mm. ~b! Comparable propagators of flow through a rando
pack of solid beads withd5155 mm and mean displacement^z&0

5128 mm. The propagator witĥz&05256 mm andD5502 ms is
shown for reference, by the dotted line.
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'150 mm) are nearly the same, as are the mean displa
ments^z&0'130 mm and the ranges of evolution timesD
covered. In the porous beads of Fig. 8~a! roughly half the
fluid is trapped while the other half carries the flow. It
therefore consistent for the flow portion of those propagat
to have an extension and shape comparable to the one
tained in the pack of solid beads with twice the mean d
placement (̂z&05256 mm), shown in a dotted line in Fig
8~b!. Surface relaxation within the porous beads contribu
to the diminution of the stagnation peak and raises the m
sured mean displacement from̂z&m5140 mm to ^z&m
5205 mm asD is increased from 46 to 596 ms. This is to b
compared with the results for the pack of solid beads in F
8~b!, where the propagators show no large stagnation p
and the displacement distribution is considerably more co
pact than in the case of the porous beads, because most o
fluid contributes to flow. Surface relaxation has negligib
effects on the measured mean displacements, while diffu
rounds the shape of the propagator asD is increased from 42
to 502 ms. This is due to diffusive coupling of stagnati
zones to the flow field. The shape and width of the flo
portion of the propagator are determined by mechanical m
ing and are characteristic of the random pack of monod
perse spheres.

V. SIMULATION

In order to compare our results with a simple quantitat
model we carry out diffusion-dispersion-relaxation simu
tions for Poiseuille flow in a cylindrical pipe with a leak
wall, behind which there is a reservoir of stagnant flu
coupled diffusively to the flow field, in the presence of su
face relaxation. This is illustrated in Fig. 9. By design, t
model will not capture the effects of mechanical mixing
our experiment, but it can simulate the evolution of the st
nation peak and illustrate the effects of~tunable! surface re-
laxation on propagators similar to those measured in the b
pack. The following relevant parameters for the pipe mo
are chosen to match our experiment. First, half the fluid
stagnant and the other half is flowing in the pipe. Second,
stagnant fluid is free to diffuse and its signal relaxes with
surface relaxation rate (Ts)

215(395 ms)21, producing a

FIG. 9. Schematic diagrams of the modeled pipe with a lea
wall surrounded by stagnating fluid shown in gray, viewed head
~a! and from the side~b!. Diffusion and NMR relaxation occur in
the gray zones, diffusion and Poiseuille flow in the white zones.a is
the probability that a molecule hitting the pipe wall will make
through to the other side. The magnetization in the stagnant zo
equilibrates instantaneously.
1-6
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NMR signal for the entire system with relaxation ra
(T1)21'(790 ms)21. Third, the pipe radius is chosen t
have the same hydraulic radiusr h , defined as the flow cross
sectional area divided by the wetted perimeter, as a ran
pack of solid monodisperse spheres with radiusr s575 mm
and porosity f50.37. For the random packr h5(r s/3)
3@f/(12f)#'r s/5 and the equivalent pipe radius is ther
fore r p5(2/5)3r s530 mm. Fourth, molecules in the Po
seuille flow field diffuse freely in and across streamline
with a semireflecting boundary condition (a50.5) at the
wall. Here a is the probability that a molecule hitting th
wall will make it through to the other side. Finally, the me
displacements and times simulated are the same as in
experiments, and the diffusion coefficient of water is us
Our model is reductive and simple, at the cost of some o
simplifications. We are assuming free diffusion and instan
neous equilibration in the stagnant zones, ignoring the
that diffusion is actually restricted within the porous bea
and that spins located initially deep inside a porous bead
never diffuse out and into the flow. Also, as mention
above, the pipe model produces no mechanical mixing.

We first compare modeling results with data in Fig. 1
for ^z&0 of 265 mm. The insets shoŵz&m as a function of
D, indicating the degree to which surface relaxation has
moved ‘‘slow’’ molecules from the measurement. Upon fi
inspection the similarities between data~a! and simulation
~b! are rather good, with the stagnant peaks in model
experiment having similar amplitudes, widths, and time
pendence. This suggests that our parametrization of the
fusive coupling and relaxation of stagnation zones is ind
reasonable. Simulated and experimental propagators diffe
the appearance of the displacement spectrum associated
the flowing fluid between the spheres or in the pipe, w
remnants of the rectangular displacement distribution ch
acterizing Poiseuille flow in a pipe still recognizable in t
simulation for the smallest choice ofD. Diffusion across
streamlines turns this into an approximately Gaussian sh
by the timeD5600 ms. By contrast, the experimental da

FIG. 10. ~a! Propagators obtained for^z&05265 mm over times
D530, 46, 96, 146, 213, 380, 600 ms, identified by decreas
height of the stagnation peak asD becomes larger. Inset shows th
nominal mean displacement~dotted line! and the measured mea
displacements~1! as a function ofD. ~b! Simulation results and
plots for the equivalent pipe model described in the text.
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show a more extended displacement spectrum, consis
with a distribution of pore diameters and mean flow velo
ties. The displacement distribution of the sample is less n
rowed by diffusion than that of the pipe, again consiste
with a distribution of mean pore velocities for the pores
the sample; the pores are separated by pore walls or dista
larger than a diffusion length. The insets show that surf
relaxation raises the measured mean displacement for g
ing evolution timesD, to ^z&m5400 mm in the experiment
and to^z&m5301 mm in the simulation. The comparativel
smaller enhancement of^z&m is probably due to the instan
taneous equilibration of the stagnating fluid in the mod
which tends to diminish displacement-relaxation corre
tions, and to the relative compactness of the model propa
tors. In these the overcount of displaced spins produces
excess mean displacement than it does in the comparat
stretched out propagators of the bead pack.

Finally, we show simulation results in Fig. 11 for thre
more sets of parameters, given in Table I. These illustrate
sensitivity of the simulation, and of the experiments, to s
face relaxation. For all simulations in Fig. 11 we have set
transmission coefficient for diffusion through the poro

g

FIG. 11. Simulations illustrating the effect of surface relaxati
on the shape of the propagators; mean displacements^z&0

5265 mm. The transmission coefficient for diffusive flux throug
the permeable wall of the pipe is set toa50.1. The surface relax-
ation time in the stagnation zone is adjusted to~a! Ts5`, ~b! Ts

5395 ms, and~c! Ts5200 ms. Evolution timesD are as in the
experimental results of Fig. 4.

TABLE I. Results and parameters used for data and simulatio

Figure Ts ~ms! 12 f a ^z&m
a

10~a! 400
10~b! 395 0.50 0.5 301
11~a! ` 0.50 0.1 265
11~b! 395 0.50 0.1 336
11~c! 200 0.50 0.1 396

a^z&05265 mm, D5600 ms.
1-7
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SCHEVEN, SELAND, AND CORY PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021201 ~2004!
pore wall toa50.1, compared toa50.5 for the semiperme
able pore wall of the reference simulation in Fig. 10~b!. The
reduction ofa produces a slightly more pronounced stagn
tion peak and increases the residence time for fluid in
stagnation zone in all panels. Figure 11~a! shows the propa-
gators in the absence of surface relaxation, and panels~b!
and~c! show what happens when the surface relaxation t
Ts in the stagnation zone is set to 395 and 200 ms, res
tively. As surface relaxation goes up, so does the long t
measured mean displacement shown in the insets. The s
of that part of the propagators associated with the fl
changes as surface relaxation is increased. Parts of the
trum with small but finite displacements are suppress
when compared with the true propagator obtained for
surface relaxation, because slow spins close to the pore
have a relatively larger probability of having spent time
the stagnation zone, where relaxation could remove th
from the measurement. As a result the displaced part of
spectrum becomes more rounded and shifts toward la
displacements. It should be noted that this is an insta
where relaxation effects mimic the signature of an appro
toward asymptotic dispersion, where one expects to se
rounded and ultimately Gaussian distribution of displa
ments about a mean displacement. The stagnation p
evolves by both diffusion and relaxation, quantified in F
12 showing the integrated the area under the stagna
peaks of the simulated propagators as a function ofD. In the
absence of relaxation the stagnation peak initially conta
about 48% of the fluid atD530 ms, which drops to 13% by
the timeD5600 ms. When relaxation is turned on the sh
time amplitude of the stagnation peak drops by only a f
percent, but for largerD the relaxation induced losses a
much more significant, up to about 75%.

FIG. 12. Integrated area of the stagnation peak for the simul
propagators of Fig. 11. Integration limits are660 mm. Half the
fluid is located in stagnation zones, where the surface relaxa
rate is set toTs

21 .
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Our simulations show that even a crude model for disp
sion in the presence of stagnant fluid can reproduce the s
nation features of propagators measured in our PFG exp
ments, when reasonable input parameters are chosen.
also show that surface relaxation gives rise to non-neglig
distortions of propagators, particularly when the experim
tal time scaleD is not small when compared to the shorte
relaxation time scales, and that the comparison of nom
mean displacements with measured mean displacements
vides a useful indicator for the presence of such distortio

VI. CONCLUSION

PFG NMR measurements of displacement distributio
provide a powerful tool for studying the geometry of poro
media and fluid transport through them. As measureme
are extended from the study of flow through magnetica
clean laboratory systems, say packs of polystyrene sphe
to somewhat less ideal systems with non-negligible surf
relaxation, internal field inhomogeneities, and complex p
spaces, the experimental results are distorted by NMR a
facts which can easily be mistaken for dispersion physics
this work we have taken a controlled step toward measu
ments in such nonideal systems by performing PFG NM
propagator measurements on Stokes flow of water throug
porous pack of glass beads. We optimized our samplingq
space to produce propagators with sufficient quality a
resolution for detailed quantitative study of diffusion, dispe
sion, and NMR relaxation effects in the measurement. T
measurements were performed as a function of space~mean
displacement! and time separately, in order to keep track
the different physical mechanisms affecting our results. S
face relaxation processes and susceptibility induced va
tions of the internal fields affect nearly all PFG NMR me
surements on flow through porous media, and we h
demonstrated how these effects can be quantified and d
eated. In the presence of surface relaxation we measu
lower bound on the number of spins diffusing out of stagn
tion zones and into the flow. Numerical simulations comp
well with the experimental results, and furthermore sh
that, in order to minimize the distorting effects of surfa
relaxation on the measurement, the measurement time s
must be shorter than the shortest significant relaxation t
scales.
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